Among the issues concerning today’s trade
professionals are those of site waste, it’s
environmental impact and the costs involved
which can be phenomenal.

REL AD
Low
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Site waste management plans have become
statutory practice for building projects of over
£300k, recording the types and volumes of waste
generated per project. Then there is landfill tax,
(currently in the region of £65 per tonne) and the
fact that landfill availability is becoming tighter,
meaning that your site waste will have to travel
further to be processed - more cost to you.
Not easy problems to solve: but small changes in
practice can have a big impact in the long run and
we must all do our bit:
Introducing the RELOAD system from Bond It.

SAVE WASTE, SAVE TIME, SAVE MONEY
Using the RELOAD system, the only waste product
is the small aluminium slug which is discarded
once the sealant is gunned out. That slug is as
much as 60% lighter than an empty cartridge and
takes up just an eighth of the volume.
Add to that the typical 50% saving you make when
you buy a foil sausage of sealant compared with a
tradional cartridge of the same material and those
little changes begin to matter.
Otherwise, with RELOAD everything else is the
same: same quality material inside, you can use
your usual cartidge gun - no need to buy new, and
you can keep on using the outer plastic sleeve
again and again.

With RELOAD the sealant is encased in
a foil sausage, simply insert this into the
reusable plastic cartridge, attach the supplied nozzle and you’re ready to do the job.
Once the sealant is used, remove the compressed foil slug, select your next sausage
... and RELOAD.
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LOAD,
SEAL,
REPEAT
it’s as simple as that

LOAD, SEAL
& REPEAT

BENEFITS OF
THE SYSTEM

Three small steps to help make a difference.

Less Waste: only a small amount of amuminium
packaging is left.
Lower Costs: as the slugs are smaller and lighter
(up to 60% compared with traditional plastic
cartridges) you spend far less on site removal.
Plus on average each foil sausage costs you 50%
less than the same product in a cartridge.
Environmentally Friendly: using our system shows
a commitment to environmental issues and their
requirements. It could also give you a competetive
edge over other suppliers.

1: Load a foil sausage into the sleeve

Wide Choice: some of our most popular silicones
are available for this system, see list below.
It’s Standardised: you don’t need any special
equipment to go with the system, RELOAD fits
any standard skeleton gun.
Durability: the sleeve can be used again and again
and the system will not jam in use unlike some
traditional cartridges and guns.

2: Attach the nozzle, load up and seal away

WHAT’S
AVAILABLE?
RELOAD is available as a basic kit, a cartridge
bundle and a refil bundle. The basic kit (code RLK)
consists of 11 foil sausages, 3 plastic nozzles and
one reusable sleeve. The cartridge bundle (code
RLCART) consists of 12 outer sleeves and the
refil bundle (code RLS) consists of 12 aluminium
foil sausages featuring your choice of the popular
materials listed below:

3: Discard the aluminium slug and repeat

Available in 3 kits: basic, cartridge and refil.
See the next panel for full kit details and visit
www.bonditgroup.com.

WP100 - high quality oxime silicone (white)
Multi-Mate - flexible filler (white and trans)
Frame-Mate - door and window sealant

